Many businessmen in the green industry have already started budget planning for another year. Others will be starting within the next several months.

Unfortunately, far too many managers feel that budget time is the most disagreeable part of the year — the bookwork, the estimating, the reflecting, the heavy thinking. When they feel this way managers are tempted to hurry through what might just be the most important job they have all year.

We feel a basic foundation plan is critical in every business — an overview philosophy ... a base ... a grouping of long-term goals. If you will ... every business needs a dream.

A common error some managers make is to establish next year's budget based on last year's budget plus inflation. Next year is a new year. Planning should take into account experiences of past years, of course, but the failures and achievements in last year's operation should not dictate the new plan.

No, a budget is a plan of operation — a plan to work within guidelines to meet goals. These goals dictate the priorities.

What we're saying is that planning is creative ... not automatic. It's dreaming and estimating — not adding and subtracting.

To start with next year's plan, we recommend a blank sheet of paper and a pencil ... not last year's budget figures. On the paper, list the things you would like to see accomplished next year — regardless of the cost. Suggest continuation of successful programs and list possible new area to investigate. Be sure to include as many staff people in this creative planning session as possible.

The next step is to determine the value and importance of the list of goals. This involves priorities, costs and finally ... the experience of past years.

When the budget is finished for next year it will be a plan that leads to accomplishments — not just a way to spend money more efficiently than last year.

"Bunton lawn-turf equipment is built to take a beatin' ... it's tough! Like this self-propelled riding mower. Equipped with a cushiony seat and power steering, it can turn on a dime! It can even go over a pile of rocks and still come out cuttin'!" So listen to Rocky Graziano ... send for more information today ... with Bunton, you can't lose! Available from 8-inch to 62-inch cut.
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BUILT LIKE A ROCK
...Only Stronger!

LIQUI-SYSTEM™ horticultural service machine. A new specialized tool for feeding, spraying and treating plants, trees and lawns. Protected storage provides varied supplies for a 2000 gallon day's work.

This versatile machine sprays at 800 psi, fertilizes with standard corrosive fertilizers and pumps interchangeably from its ten formula tanks. The patented two pump injector and control system reduces by five the tank sizes and multiples by five the speed of refilling.

Distributed by
Hill's Liqui-System
Victoria, Texas 77901
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